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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have an Exchange Server 2013 organization that has Mailbox
Audit Logging enabled for all users.
You deploy two third-party applications named App1 and App2.
Both applications access a mailbox named Mailbox1.
App1 uses a mail-enabled user account named App1_user.
App2 uses a mailbox-enabled user account named App2_user.
You need to prevent the audit logs from containing entries that
relate to App2.
Which command should you run?
(To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.)
Hot Area:

Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two features are supported by the Infrared Data
Association (IrDA) protocol? (Each correct answer presents a
complete solution. Choose two.)
A. The computer can identify Bluetooth devices.
B. Data can be transferred across short distances.
C. Some features of another computer can be controlled by using
a remote control unit.
D. One computer can control another computer through a wireless
connection.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
In order to set up weekly planning for a continuous 18 months,
which three options would need to be selected/configured when
initially enabling the Financials framework?
A. Rolling Forecast
B. Weeks to months mapping
C. Weekly Planning
D. Custom Periods
E. Plan Element dimension
Answer: A,B,C
Explanation:
Explanation
For Financials or Projects: If you enabled Rolling Forecast,
click Rolling Forecast to select the basis for continuous
planning. Select the planning frequency (monthly or quarterly),
the number of periods (12, 18, or
24 months, or 4, 6, or 8 quarters) and the number of actual
periods.
For Financials, you can also select a weekly planning frequency
and choose whether to plan at a weekly level for 13, 26, or 52
weeks.
References:
https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/latest/pbcs_common/EPBCA/common_c
onfigure_planning_and_forecase_prepara

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which field can be used to organize records via classification
schemes?
A. linked records
B. attributes
C. number of occurrences

D. attributes group
Answer: B
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